Public health policy

A tentative step towards healthy public policy

Michael Joffe, Jennifer Mindell

More consistent attention to implementing healthy public policy, and amassing the evidence for it, are urgently required.

Health has improved greatly in recent decades, both in the developed world and much of the developing world. Nevertheless, many health problems remain, and in particular, social inequalities in health are not diminishing. Recently there has been considerable concern about the rapid rise in obesity and related conditions such as adult onset diabetes, yet the debate remains largely phrased in terms of health education and individual behaviour. In addition, some grave health problems seldom even enter public debate, as they are not increasing—for example, we have become so accustomed to slaughter and maiming on the roads that road deaths are rarely even counted as newsworthy.

THE WANLESS REPORT

In the United Kingdom, a recent report from the Treasury (finance ministry), the “Wanless Report”, explores the ways that population health can be improved and health inequalities reduced. This contribution to the health debate has a significance that goes beyond the British context, as it deals with issues that are relevant throughout the economically developed world. Arguably they are even more important in less well off regions, but the terms of the debate are considerably different in that context and will not be further considered here.

The report represents an important step forward—but also a step to the side. It builds on a previous report in 2002, also by Derek Wanless, on the funding of the NHS, which considered that the recent substantial UK investment in health care would lead to large health gains and may have contributed to widening health inequalities.

The report notes that the major drivers of public health have been known since the 1970s, yet despite some successes, implementation has at best been partial and requires a step change in effort and achievement. In particular it notes that while the scientific justification for action is often strong, the evidence base on the cost effectiveness of preventive policies and their practical implementation is weak, and that this is related to lack of funding for public health intervention research. Information is particularly scarce on interventions that could reduce health inequalities due to, say, smoking or obesity. The lack of a comprehensive evidence base should not, however, be an excuse for inertia; rather, existing initiatives should be evaluated as a series of natural experiments.

In summarising the roles and responsibilities of different agents, the report rejects the view that all decisions should be left completely up to each individual, as people may not have sufficient scientific information, may be unable to accurately balance risks and benefits, and may lack a supportive social context. This is particularly important in relation to social inequalities in health. Shifting social norms is a legitimate activity for government where it has set national objectives for behaviour change. The report concludes by reviewing the levers available to government—taxes, subsidies, service provision, regulation, and information—with a particular lucid section on fiscal policies.

THE MAJOR IMPACT OF HEALTHY PUBLIC POLICY

Nevertheless, the report places insufficient emphasis on the extent to which large health gains have historically resulted from healthy public policy, in the sense of regulation, fiscal policy, and the provision of reliable information other than health education campaigns, as well as other types of initiative such as infrastructure construction projects. Sometimes this is without even having health improvement as a major objective, as was originally the case with tobacco taxation.

One of the most dramatic of all historical processes has been the decline in the major infectious diseases that used to dominate society, especially affecting the poor, which has occurred in all economically advanced societies. This was mainly attributable to improved food supply and the provision of sewerage and clean water, together with socio-political action. Similar measures remain a priority in poor regions of the world.

Subsequent government actions have also played an important part in improving health. For example, in the UK these have included the Clean Air Act of 1956 that put an end to the lethal smogs that had occurred in London and elsewhere during the earlier 1950s. While the health impact is only now being assessed, a ban on coal sales in Dublin in 1990 is estimated to have saved over 350 lives a year in a population of less than a million.

A more recent UK example is a tax advantage that was given to unleaded petrol in 1989, which resulted in rapidly declining environmental lead levels, with probable important benefits on the neurological development of children, especially those from deprived backgrounds. Other important transport related measures have been the introduction of the breathalyser and speed control, which have greatly reduced road deaths and serious injuries. And although health was not a major motivating factor in their introduction, policy initiatives by the current government aiming at economic redistribution, such as the goal of full employment and the use of tax credits to reduce poverty, are likely to have had major beneficial health impacts.

There is a reason for the effectiveness of healthy public policy: Rose famously pointed out that whereas identifying people at high risk, for example, of raised blood pressure, and treating them individually was a never ending task, as each year more people would enter this high risk category, a “whole population” approach would produce a once for all change in the population, as long as it remained in effect. This applies particularly strongly to healthy public policy, because strategies that rely on health education can be interfered with by new fads such as the Atkins diet, or fears about immunisation with MMR (measles, mumps, and rubella) vaccine. In contrast, in the UK cholera has not returned and tuberculosis (although increasing) is rare compared with its ravages in the 19th century; smogs from coal burning have disappeared; lead
exposure remains low; alcohol and speed related road casualties are lower than they were—although further action here is warranted.\footnote{5}

**Inequalities**

People with more education and socioeconomic resources tend to respond more to health education, thereby tending to increase inequalities.\footnote{12} One advantage of healthy public policy is that the impact is typically felt across the whole population. Thus, with tobacco taxation, people on lower incomes are more responsive to price increases.\footnote{13} However, healthy public policy strategies do not inevitably reduce inequalities, and case by case analysis is needed. For tobacco taxation, it depends on alternative cheaper sources of tobacco not being available.\footnote{11} Customs and Excise staff having sufficient resources to tackle smuggling and illicit sales of contraband,\footnote{14} and there being support for smokers who remain addicted (for example, through targeted cessation support and increased child benefit). Otherwise, low income people increase their expenditure on tobacco, leaving even less disposable income available for food, housing, and other essentials. In this way social inequalities may increase, and this has health and other implications. Such inequality is not solely socioeconomic in origin, as it also applies to those with psychological or psychiatric problems who use tobacco as a crutch.

**The costs of healthy public policy interventions**

The financial costs of healthy public policy interventions are typically comparatively small. They can even generate revenue, as with tobacco taxation. While this can lead to public relations difficulties—with speed cameras being attacked in the press as merely money making devices, and the success of the London Congestion Charge Scheme portrayed as a financial failure because traffic levels fell “too much”—it can undoubtedly be an advantage.

In other circumstances, the case for an intervention is that it redresses hidden costs. Thus, while the road lobby compares what drivers pay in taxes with the cost to government of providing infrastructure, the true cost includes also road deaths and injuries, air pollution, etc.\footnote{9} Economists, including Wanless, call these wider costs to society that fall outside the transaction between driver and government “externalities”, and recommend taxation at a level that “internalises” them.\footnote{15} To make this possible, the analysis of health impacts has to be augmented by economic valuation of the various health (and other) outcomes.

A small expenditure can be very effective. In early 1989, most UK car drivers were reluctant to convert their engines to lead free petrol; industry saw no demand for lead free pumps at petrol stations. A slight tax advantage for lead free petrol in the Budget was followed by a rapid change in behaviour of both groups, with beneficial effects as noted above. This raises another point: although likely to have been “profitable” on the basis of internalising the externality, this action was probably justifiable even if it were not: as Wanless says, sometimes the health gain outweighs the economic argument—it is worth paying for.\footnote{1}

**THE NEGLECT OF HEALTHY PUBLIC POLICY**

We have seen that healthy public policy can be highly effective and has an impressive track record, that it does not increase inequalities in the way that health education typically does, and that it tends to have low costs. Nevertheless, implementation of healthy public policy interventions is piecemeal. In addition, there is an apparent tendency in recent decades for their scope to become more tentative, although still important.

Even the Wanless Report, while accepting the role of healthy public policy in tobacco control, does not produce clear recommendations in areas of more recent concern such as obesity, nutrition, and physical activity. It considers a “fat tax”, and subsidised gym membership, which it rejects for good reasons, but does not analyse diet and physical activity in relation to existing or potential policies in the food/agriculture industry and transport.

Why then is healthy public policy not routinely considered as a major means of tackling health problems? It could be that governments are uneasy about the wider economic and social effects, and/or the ideological reaction to such interventions. If so, these concerns need to be analysed, just as they are when environmental criteria are considered across the broad range of government policy.

**Indirect “costs” and trade offs**

Apart from the costs of implementation that tend to be low, there are other types of “cost” that have to be considered. As with the impact on social inequalities, a case by case analysis is required.

The most important is employment. Even with a product as harmful as tobacco, it needs to be recognised that the tobacco industry is an important employer in a few areas of the country. We need to consider whether reducing tobacco consumption would mean reducing employment. In fact, job loss has been mainly attributable to automation, not lower production.\footnote{14} Furthermore, as cigarette production is not labour intensive, money spent by former smokers on other things generates more employment: a 40\% reduction in tobacco consumption would create about 150 000 jobs in the UK.\footnote{15} There is also the ethical argument: most people would not oppose a road safety campaign to protect employment in the car bodywork repair industry.

**Principle and ideology**

More recently, arguing for healthy public policy in the UK has had to deal with a libertarian reaction, summed up in the phrase “the nanny state”, implying that the state is telling people what to do, thereby interfering with personal freedom. This has introduced an unnecessary defensiveness into attempts to tackle current health priorities, such as rising obesity and associated conditions. When the health problem concerned is important, as with lung cancer, increasing obesity and related problems, or road deaths and injuries, government “interference” is more justified than for less serious and/or widespread conditions. Given sufficient explanation, action is likely to be acceptable if the costs (of all kinds) are proportionate to the benefits.

While libertarian opposition is nothing new, it now tends to have a dismissive tone, ignoring arguments about competing rights; for example, smoking bans in public places (endorsed by Wanless, subject to further evidence) can readily be defended in terms of freedom to breathe smoke free air. The argument applies equally to pollution, and to the right to consume food free of excess hidden fats, sugar, and salt. It is analogous to the government’s accepted role of ensuring that food additives must be safe: the whole population benefits, not just those with the toxicological knowledge, time, and motivation to scrutinise labels.

Perhaps less reliance on telling people what to do, and more emphasis on making healthy choices easier, would find reader acceptance. This would require a state that is clever, prudent, capable, and shrewd, in other words a “canny state”. It is more promising than simply re-iterating the healthy living messages.

**IMPLEMENTATION**

Healthy public policy has an ample track record despite never having been systematically adopted by any government worldwide. Yet this marginalisation continues except in a few areas such as
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many challenges. These have received comparatively little attention. We have identified three main methodological concerns: (1) the need for a control group (preferably created by randomisation); (2) the need for baseline and follow up measurements; (3) the need for reliable measurement tools with high criterion and content validity.

The first concern, obtaining an adequate control group, perhaps presents the most difficulty. If our goal is to assess the impact of screening we need to measure the combined impact of the screening procedure, follow up tests, and treatments. The best way to achieve this is to randomise people to be screened or not screened and to measure the psychosocial impact on everyone at multiple times (see fig 1), in a way that is analogous to the assessment of the medical outcomes of screening. This would mean that, as well as establishing, for example, the mortality rate from breast cancer (in a trial of mammography screening) in all those randomised to screening and all those randomised to usual care, the investigators would need to measure average QOL effects in these groups as well. Investigators will thus have to ensure appropriate measures are taken from those randomised to screening who (1) do not respond to the screening invitation; (2) test negative (including those who are truly negative and those who later are discovered to be false negatives); (3) test positive (again both true and false positives), or from random samples of people in each of these groups. Comparable measures will also be needed in the usual care group, including in those who do and do not seek screening through alternative systems. Some of the test positive group will in fact have consequential disease, but as this is not identifiable on an individual level, the only way to estimate the psychosocial impact of this is by comparison of the screened group as a whole with the usual care control group. Clearly this will add to the complexity and challenges of data collection for randomised trials of screening, but comparatively small sample sizes will be needed for psychosocial outcomes (compared with medical outcomes). Furthermore, efficiencies may be achievable by carefully designed sampling strategies. In summary, it should be feasible to validly answer questions about the real psychosocial impact of screening in this way.

Alternatively in some circumstances other designs may be feasible. For example, people could be randomised to receive or not receive their results and subsequent tests and treatments, with follow up of psychosocial outcomes. Such designs have commonly been used in the past to evaluate screening for risk factors such as high cholesterol and high blood pressure in terms of medical outcomes. The second concern is the importance of taking baseline and follow up measures in both screened and unscreened groups. All psychosocial/QOL studies obviously take measures after screening (point 3, see fig 1), and many, as in Marteau’s study,1 take them before and after testing (points 1 and 3). However, we have been unable to find studies that have taken and reported measures at points 1, 2, 3, and 4 (see fig 1) or more. In particular, measures are rarely taken and/or reported among appropriate controls, at points 2 and 4. For example, a study by Wardle et al16 assessed anxiety among adults randomised to receive information about sigmoidoscopy screening and asked if they would be interested to attend, or not, but follow up measures were not reported in either arm.

Thirdly, it is imperative to select instruments that adequately capture psychosocial outcomes/QOL. What exactly constitutes psychosocial outcomes or QOL is often loosely defined. QOL itself has been described by many researchers as an atheoretical construct17 and there is little clear consensus about what should or should not be used to adequately assess it, particularly in the context of screening. Most psychological and QOL measures are designed for use in patient populations and as such they are designed to capture relatively large decrements in QOL/wellbeing. Screening may lead to comparatively small decreases in psychological wellbeing/QOL but the decrement may occur across very large numbers of people so may still be important. Use of general psychological/QOL measures may not be sensitive enough to capture all outcomes. Some screening specific measures have been developed to combat this problem, for example, perceived consequences questionnaire,17 cervical screening questionnaire,22 and the PEAPS Q.23 It has been argued recently that such measures should be used to assess screening outcomes rather than other widely used generic measures.24 However, the need for quantitative measures that can be equated to and calibrated against other adverse health outcomes and events is crucial if we are to truly gain a measure of how screening affects the wellbeing of individual’s and populations. Once the psychosocial/QOL impact of a screening test is adequately captured it may then be weighed against the test’s medical outcomes to comprehensively evaluate its worth as a screening tool.

Marteau’s study1 also raises interesting questions about what represents QOL/psychosocial outcomes. Although consensus on QOL/psychosocial measurement is limited, most evaluations include some component of emotional and social functioning with a measure of perceived health or physical functioning sometimes also included. Marteau1 reports only perceived health (SAH). The finding that SAH is poorer after screening in the group with screening detected aortic aneurysms is not at all surprising. The purpose of screening is to identify people at increased risk of disease and inform them of their status. As such, the finding that a person rates their health as poorer after an abnormal screening result is an inevitable consequence of screening, and perhaps may be viewed as an indication that a person has understood their test result, rather than a measure of psychosocial wellbeing.

This brings us to Marteau’s1 finding that SAH was poorer before screening in men who subsequently had aneurysms found, predicting AAA even after adjustment for known risk factors. This is a puzzling finding—why should a person’s perception of their health status predict whether they have an asymptomatic condition? It could be that the results are explained by the failure to measure smoking at baseline and adjust for it appropriately. However,
given the arguments presented by the authors and the very small change in the odds ratios for SAH after adjustment of other known AAA risk factors (age, family history, blood pressure, and social deprivation), it is quite possible that even if smoking was included, SAH would still remain an independent predictor of AAA. Alternatively the finding might be related to an increased likelihood of other symptomatic cardiovascular conditions that affect SAH among the screen positive group.

If, however, the association is not the result of such factors, then it presents us with an astonishing finding, that asymptomatic AAA in some way makes people feel recognisably less well. This seems hard to believe especially as most of the aneurysms identified by screening in the study were comparatively small. Nevertheless it raises the question of whether SAH might be a predictor of disease in other screening programmes, such as cancer or heart disease. Could it be possible that people who are subsequently found to have colorectal cancer or bowel polyps have poorer SAH before screening, or that women who have cervical intraepithelial neoplasia have poorer perceived health? These speculations seem unlikely but not impossible and we are unaware of any evidence to support or refute them, other than the substantial body of evidence that SAH is a strong predictor of mortality, especially among men. Thus the association between SAH and clinical outcomes of other screening tests would seem to warrant investigation. The finding raises the possibility that screening programmes of the future might incorporate tests of SAH. This is of course a highly speculative suggestion and one that would need much, much more investigation.

In conclusion Marteau et al’s study highlights the urgent need for high quality research on the psychosocial outcomes of screening programmes. Just as with medical outcomes, the strongest designs will be randomised trials with before and after screening measurements. We believe it is feasible and important to include validated psychosocial measures within future randomised trials of screening.
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